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Grace Hartigan: The Late Paintings
  
ON VIEW: JANUARY 19 - MARCH 4, 2017
OPENING RECEPTION: THURSDAY, JANUARY 19, 6 - 8 PM

GRACE HARTIGAN        The Entertainers, 1989  
              oil on canvas, 73 x 61 inches

BALTIMORE, MD - C. Grimaldis Gallery is pleased to present Grace Hartigan: 
The Late Paintings, an exhibition of  works from the 1980s - 2000s. Renowned for 
her formative participation in the Abstract Expressionist movement of  the 1950s, 
Hartigan’s paintings from the latter decades of  her career blend figurative content 
with her signature sensibility of  vibrant color, active gesture and painterly freedom. 

Tracing their lineage from an early abstract practice often integrated with visionary 
signifiers, these canvases extend primarily from the artist’s career-long devotion to 
expressionistic line and color. Featuring subjects such as dolls, courtesans, nobles, 
film stars and chimerical creatures, Hartigan builds on the associative mark-
making of  Abstract Expressionism to siphon from the collective unconscious a 
personal rubric of  representational symbols. Infused at once with the process of  
their own making and with a subject matter frequently drawn from past myths, 
Hartigan’s later works create a new moment of  non-linear time in which fantasy 
can be used in the service of, as the artist has stated, “understanding the life you are living.” 

Extending from earlier paintings like Grand Street Brides, 1954, works like Dolls, 1976, The Entertainers, 1989, Spanish Nobility, 2006 and 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 2007, position figures in art-historically familiar poses while articulating vulnerable subject relationships 
embedded with emotional truth. Bosch’s Women, 2005, draws its composition directly from paintings by the eponymous artist. Though 
often going against the grain of  what was acceptable subject material for her milieu, Hartigan’s stylistic awareness and prevalent 
reuse of  visual information presage contemporary painting today.

Hartigan’s works are characterized by a variety of  paint-handling techniques which illuminate the artist’s hand. She often overlaps 
multiple narratives, occluding or preserving past versions via rubbing, brushing, soaking and dripping. Transparent hands and faces 
hover as haunting symptoms of  obsessive fixation in Lady Macbeth, 1996. In Durer at Twenty-Two, 1985, Woman and Fish in Grey, 2007 
and Mata Hari, 2005, tear-like rivulets of  paint enshroud figures in a series of  veils which might be pulled aside to see a moment more 
clearly. This re-doubling of  subjects underscores a fluctuation between symbolic meanings; between immediate and fabled. The Late 
Paintings presents a series of  works emblematic of  Hartigan’s commitment to an alternate economy of  images which prioritizes the 
subject in a state of  becoming.

C. Grimaldis Gallery has proudly represented Grace Hartigan’s work and estate since 1979. This will be the artist’s twenty-first solo 
exhibition at the gallery. Hartigan is currently featured in the major exhibition Women of  Abstract Expressionism, which will travel to the 
Palm Springs Art Museum in February. Grand Street Brides, 1954 is currently on view in Human Interest: Portraits from the Whitney’s Collection 
at the Whitney Museum of  American Art. Hartigan’s work is represented extensively in private and public collections worldwide 
including the Baltimore Museum of  Art, the Hirshhorn Museum, the Art Institute of  Chicago, the Metropolitan Museum of  Art, 
MoMA, the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, and the Whitney Museum of  American Art.  

The exhibition will be on view from January 19 through March 4, 2017. An opening reception will take place on Thursday, January 
19, 6 - 8pm. Hours for C. Grimaldis Gallery, which is free and open to the public, are Tuesday through Saturday, 10 am - 5:30 pm.

Press Inquiries: Elspeth Walker, ew@cgrimaldisgallery.com 

C. Grimaldis Gallery has continuously operated in Baltimore since 1977. It has established itself  as Baltimore’s oldest contemporary art gallery, and an 
important venue in the region. The gallery specializes in postwar American and European art with an emphasis on contemporary sculpture.


